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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SUMMARY:
The barn is large at five bays. There is evidence for earlier phases. These include the lowest of two
former roof lines and with limestone not sandstone quoins, plus the west gable plinth and re-used
cruck blades. All indicate a former cruck barn of pre 1600. This was possibly medieval and part of
the “the two great barns” that stood here, below the Scar, until the ‘new laithe’ appeared about
1674.
Since the older barns stood in the medieval arable fields, possibly until the 17thC, it is likely that
they were for crop storage such as cereals or hay.
Cow-keeping (the last use of the barn) was a Post-Dissolution farming activity that remained
unchanged until the later 19thC.
Wade’s “new laithe” of the 1670s would have been for overwintering cows with hay from the
former arable land around the barn. Perhaps the crucks were still in place but Wade heightened the
roof by adding timber to the former cruck blades. Possibly one barn or half of the old barn was
demolished.
Curiously, an old stone water trough (perhaps monastic and similar to that at High Laithe at Chapel
House) was incorporated in the wall, along with other fragments of re-used stone. Perhaps this
represents some patching up with the insertion of the later cart door. Sandstone was also used for
heightening at the other corners on all elevations.
The present roof trusses (which look early 18thC) were made from the old cruck timbers and two
7m long other timbers. In the early 19thC the roof was heightened again but the trusses were
moved upwards and put on sandstone corbels. New forking holes were made for the hay storage
areas.
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SITE AND SETTING:
This roadside barn lies under the great limestone scars of Kilnsey Crag. It stands, facing south, in
former medieval arable land, now called Scar Laithe Pasture. Rigg and furrow can still be seen
running towards the river Wharfe. Scar Laithe was the site of “two great lathes” until the mid
17thC. (See documentary evidence from YAS by Arnold Pacey c2010/11 for ACA). The barn has a
small walled garth on the south side for watering livestock and mucking-out during winter. This
wall has a very wide base and is built of clearance boulders and large stones and may date back to
the 16thC or it may, earlier, have surrounded the “two great barns” that stood here. East of the
garth there appear to be stones embedded in the grass which may be old foundations for a
building, possibly one of the barns. The gateway from the road into the field is level and stony and
may be another possible site for the earlier barns. Other documentation suggests the “two great
barns” may have been one barn but in two ownerships (as at Winskill farm, Langcliffe)

DOCUMENTARY HISTORY:
Documents at YAS (MD 247/71) indicate that in 1657 two “great barns” still stood here. By 1674 it
was Cuthbert Wade’s “New Laith” (See A. Pacey –unpublished - for details of Wade’s 17th c. land
transactions)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BUILDING DESCRIPTION:
Plan:
This is a five-bay multi-purpose barn, so quite large by local standards. (See Fig 1 plan) Its
dimensions are similar to the large High Laithe at Chapel House. The plinth may represent the
earlier, monastic? building. By the 18thC it had shippons at each end with crop storage on the
baulks and in the central bays. There may have been a central threshing floor for cereals (oats)
Exterior Features:
The barn shows phases of development with two heightened roof lines before the present one.
There are also some vertical joints and cracks which may represent rebuilds such as lengthening or
removal of cruck structures. These are in similar positions as at High Laithe at Chapel House.
The south side of the barn (see elevation drawing Fig 2).
The features such as the cart entry and entry to the shippons at each end are not unusual in the
area. The walling is mostly of limestone in small blocks (from nearby scree?) but with a few cobbles.
Limestone makes up some of the lower quoins and this is significant. Later quoins are rather large
and of dressed sandstone or coarser gritstone. There is no sign of any plinth although there is an
area in bay 4 which seems better coursed at the base and in bay 1 there are some larger limestone
boulders in the lower walling and gable.
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There is evidence of periods of heightening. At a height of 2.5m is a level line which includes
sandstone flags and that probably represents a barn with lower roof line. Possibly this was thatched
on a cruck frame. There are vertical joints within the low eaves phase. These might represent where
crucks have been pulled out of the wall. Similar features were seen at High Laithe.
Just over a metre above that is another roof line which is likely to be where the present 18thC roof
trusses once sat. This also has a row of flagstones, one of which is a re-used roofing flag with a hole
for a fastening pin. The cart door was made into this wall with sandstone quoins.
A re-used stone lintel from a ventilator slit or small window and a stone gate stoop cut for holding
poles are incorporated in the walling there whilst sandstone flags form a hood to protect the timber
lintels. The three timber lintels are of re-used timber. The first timber retains the holes for har-hung
barn doors and their central bolt.
In the 19thC the trusses were lifted higher up to their present location. Ventilator holes and hay
forking holes indicate that hay was stored in baulks over the shippons and also loose in the crop
store area of bays 3 and 4
The east gable (see elevation drawing Fig 3a)
The gable wall has largely disappeared since a new opening was made in the 20th c. to create a
livestock shed from the former barn shippon. The gable forking hole above it is now blocked in. The
lower stone surround window is modern. A row of vent slits are evidence of former hay baulks over
the shippon.
Quoins illustrate the former two rooflines seen on the frontage. The left hand wall corner is mostly
of 18th c. sandstone, except for a large boulder plinth and a limestone at 2.70m up. On the right
corner much of the earlier wall remains with its limestone plinth and limestone quoins which rise to
the 2.70m roofline. Above that, sandstone quoins are used for the heightened walling. This is the
only corner surviving with evidence of the lower roofline complete with its limestone quoins.
The north side. (see elevation drawing 4)
This side is hidden under a modern shed although a plinth is seen at each end. The boulder plinth
runs all along the barn rear wall. There is a blocked-up forking hole into the mew and also a blocked
18th c. winnowing door. (The interior flooring was not visible under the muck.)
West Gable (see elevation drawing 3b)
This retains a stepped plinth of large stones that terminates some 1.20m short of the south side.
This suggests the wall corner has been rebuilt with the new shippon door. Some have interpreted a
doorway where the stepped plinth ends but this seems unlikely.
Large sandstone quoins dominate on both corners although both have limestone remaining in the
lower courses above the old plinth. The window is modern but the small mucking out hole (MOH)
has a sill worn with use and marks the midden site. The long window is modern.
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Interior Features:
The shippon at the west end (Fig 1) has standings for 6 cows and a well-made chamfered skellbuse
beam with massive hay-loft beams pegged in. The boskins below are of timber. This hayloft
structure was seen at Outgang Laithe too. There is no sign of re-used timber and it looks Georgian in
date. The east end shippon has been cleared away and retains only the limewash and some wall
holes to reflect the hay baulks, now gone, and the forking hole blocked up.
Roof Timbers and Trusses (see drawings Fig 5 trusses and Fig 6 roof plan)
The roof trusses are on stone flag corbels which suggest 19thC heightening from a slightly lower
18thC roofline. This upper roof raising is also seen outside (see elevation drawings).
The four roof trusses and their purlins are of much interest since they are re-used from cruck
structures and other timber framing, which are likely to be medieval. The trusses are of one style
(see Fig 5) with a morticed apex and raking struts and likely to be 18thC although it is a common
design.
The re-used cruck pieces are likely to come from the original, low-roofed building and were
incorporated to save costs. This is common practice. In this case, oak timber is not native on the
limestone and would need to be brought in. In nearby Conistone, Hemplands House was rebuilt in
the 17thC with oak from Barden forest in Wharfedale. In monastic time Fountains Abbey provided
the “large timber”. In the 17th and 18thC any timber that could be salvaged from older buildings on
the site was re-used.
The four trusses have carpenter assembly marks but these are not in sequence suggesting either
some later alterations or two teams of carpenters. Some carpenter marks belong to the re-used
timber, not the present barn. Trusses were prefabricated on the ground at the carpenter’s
workshop and the joints marked for re-assembly.
Roman numerals are typically used but dots are also used here. The trusses were then dismantled
and carried to the site for erection, hence the need for carpenter’s assembly marks. The numbering
sequence in the barn suggests the west truss (T1) and east truss (T4) are of different date from the
middle trusses from (T2 and T3) or possibly constructed by different carpenters. This survey has
named the west end truss T1 and east end T4. See Fig 5 for details.
Truss
T1
T2

Marking
II and I (principal rafter to tie; with I for left strut to tie and principal rafter)

....

and

....

(tie and principal rafter; with .... and ..... for struts).
The reused cruck blade has an old purlin trench numbered II.

T3
T4

...

and

.

(tie and principal rafter)

IIII and III (principal rafter to tie beam, with II and II for the raking struts)
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Truss one (T1, West end) has a tie beam made from a cruck blade with its curving foot and thin
apex removed to fit. Still visible are the halving joints for the tie beam, collar; notches for two sets
of trenched purlins and a wind brace from purlin to cruck blade. The estimated full length may have
been about 7m or more and compares well with other crucks (see Armstrong and Pacey. ‘Yorkshire
Buildings No 28 2000’).The principal rafters are of a single curving cruck blade which has been
carefully sawn in half longitudinally to make a matching pair of principal rafters. The peg holes and
knots in the wood match exactly. Traces of the carpenter’s red chalk remain. The truss has
traditional plain carpenter marks in Roman numerals of II (on left) and I (on right) and I also for one
of the raking struts
Truss 2 also has a pair of principal rafters cut from a single curving cruck blade. The cruck blade
seems to be the pair to that in T1. The paired trenches to hold two cruck purlins are well seen on
the outer curves. The carpenter’s marks however are inscribed dots, not Roman numerals.
Five dots ..... (i.e. 5 is on the left) and four dots .... (i.e. 4 on the right) are used.
Since they re-used timbers from one old cruck truss, perhaps they had to be clear which timber was
to go where or possibly two different carpenters made these. There are examples in Wharfedale of
dot markings dated to 18thC. T2 also has an inscribed Roman II, perhaps to aid the re-ordering of
the roof. The tie beam is another cruck blade and may well be the pair with the T3 tie beam – a reused cruck. Both have a collar halving, blocked in with wood, and a full cruck tie beam halving with a
spur halving above.
Truss 3 has similarities to T2 with dot carpenter marks; . on right and

.. on left. But this is out of

sequence. The tie beam is another substantial massive cruck blade. It measures 6 metres, even with
the foot and apex cut off, and included a tie beam and spur and upper collar. This puts it on the
scale of Stoneyhurst cruck barn rather than Drebley cruck barn. The spur has a notched lap joint.
This is often regarded as early (14thC) in parts of England but seems not unusual in Pennine cruck
buildings.
The purlins too are re-used (Fig 5 bottom) with evidence of half-lap joints. The purlin on the south
side is a very long (7m) straight timber and covers 2 bays. These long dimensions were seen at
Winskill (Langcliffe) too. This purlin has no halvings but 3 mortices (for studs?) with unusual “cccccc”
crescent carpenter marks. These marks are also seen at Bolton Priory great barn and the roof of
Addingham church. One halving displays “ IIII” in small cuts.
Truss 4 has carpenter marks for the present truss with the tie beam to principal rafters joints have
Roman numerals “III” on right and “IIII” on left. The raking struts to tie beam are marked “I” on left
and “II” on right. The principal rafters are made of two inward curving cruck blades that are not a
pair, but display halvings for cruck ties, purlins and wind braces. One has a halving, a half lap joint
and outer waney edge. On the north side wind brace halvings are evident. Carpenters red chalk is
seen too.
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The tie beam is the only tie beam not a cruck blade. It is long and slender rather like the long purlin
with redundant crescent carpenter marks. It has many irregular holes which may be for staves for
wattle and daub walling. Regular marks are “LI”, “LII”, and “LIII”. There is also a small chiselled “III”.
This is like chiselled “IIII” on the long reused purlin with crescent markings.
Purlins (Fig 6)
These seem to come from various re-used timbers, one re-used timber, 7 metres long, forms a
purlin covering two bays (p3.1 and p4.1 on plan). Such long timbers have been recorded in other
barns with re-used cruck timber where these seem to be long cruck purlins. This timber is well cut
and slim but is not a purlin. It may be a wall plate from a timber building. It has three mortice holes
each with a single peg hole.
Each mortice is carpenter marked with crescent shaped dots numbering 7, 6, and 9. (7and 6 might
be one bay apart but 6 to 9 are quite close and between them is a straight halving with tiny Roman
numerals IIII) Crescent markings have been recorded at Bolton Priory’s great barn and Addingham
parish church roof. One interpretation is that the numbers mark studs for a wall in a wallplate in a
timber framed building.
Many of the barn purlins have halvings for wind-braces and therefore are likely to be cut down
cruck purlins. The straight halvings mark where the purlin crossed a cruck blade. Angled halving
mark wind brace positions from purlin to blade. (See Fig 6)
P1.1
P2.1

;
;

1.2 peghole;
2.2

;

P4.1 part of a long wall plate;
peg holes.

1.3

; 1.4 angled halving

2.3 x 4 close pegs possibly for a window;
4.2 straight halving;

4.3 angled halving;

2.4
4.4 purlin with many

5.1 mortice and peg; 5.2 straight halving and angled halving. 5.3 angled halving. 5.4 from T4
have pegged halvings and wind-brace
Rafters
All the rafters are full length ones rather than several short ones and are studded with many nails as
if they once held laths beneath the original roofing material (thatch or timber slates?)
Materials (walling, roofing, paving, trusses etc)
Roof of sandstone flags, probably from Hard Rakes quarry above Conistone Stonework all of local
limestone, of scree type not cobbles. Rebuilt South wall is roughly coursed. Older work looks less
coursed. Some smeared lime mortar? The shippon doors and their quoins are of sandstone with a
narrow chamfer – 18thC. Rebuilt corners are of large blocky sandstone quoins of reddish colour,
similar to Kilnsey Old Hall. Remaining older quoins are of limestone such as that to a low eaves
height on NE corner.
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INTERPRETATION:
The barn seems to have been a monastic great barn still standing under the scar in the 17thC. It was
bought by the Wade family who were buying fields nearby under the scar. The walling shows a low
roofline and breaks in the walling possibly for crucks. Wade may have improved the structure. The
roof trusses look 18thC but could be 17thC and represent the heightened roof line. In the 19thC the
barn seems to have been heightened by pushing up the roof another metre and re-using the trusses
again perched on corbels.
Documentary evidence (YAS) locates this barn. Two “great barns” stood here in the 17thC, having
been acquired by Cuthbert and Christopher Wade.
By 1656 the Wades had bought Settle Close under the scar and also parcels of land between
Northcote (a nearby monastic farm) and the two great barns. Another parcel stretched to Byroms, a
field near the river. Wade also bought a “slated laithe standing below Nether yeat”
In 1664 T Constantine demises to Cuthbert Wade for £6, half an acre “under skarr” “lying above
two great barns of Wade’s and between the Acre on the north side and “six rood piece” on north
and river on east.
1674 Grant by Sedgwick’s of arable land abutting lands of Christopher Wade whereupon “new
laithe stands between the river and road under scar...”
Two monastic barns set in the arable fields near the (13thC?) road under the scar. The tithe map still
shows remnants of the medieval field strips in this area.
Wade buys the barns and the old fields around to make a pasture. The barns are still there in 1664.
By 1674 it is one barn called New Laithe, so he must have rebuilt it and reused the timbers? Or did
he just modify the barn but kept the cruck structures? Is the old wall and enclosure next door to the
site from the other barn?
Report and drawings by Alison Armstrong

DENDROCHRONOLOGY:
In 2016 the Upper Wharfedale Heritage Group commissioned the Nottingham Tree-ring Dating
Laboratory to sample and analyse the timbers in Scar Laithe.
There are re-used timbers from a possible five pairs of crucks, in the present roof. These are
represented by the tie beam of truss 1, the tie beams of trusses 2 and 3 (a pair), the principal rafters
of trusses 1 and 2 (a pair each being split in half lengthways) and each of the two principal rafters of
truss 4. Cores were taken from the tie beams of trusses 1,3 and 4, the principal rafters of trusses 2,3
and 4 and the north upper purlin between trusses 1and 2. The remaining purlins were too thin to
provide sufficient rings for dating.
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It is a feature of tree-ring dating that some samples will remain undated at initial analysis as no
match can be found, however future attempts at dating may be made as more local data becomes
available against which the samples can be compared. The purlin and all three tie beams remained
un-dated; tie beams 1 and 4 were close to the minimum number of rings for reliable dating and
showed some anomalies in their growth pattern so may not be suitable for this method of dating.
The north principal rafter of truss 4 had a total of 74 rings from 1501-1574 with a heartwood
sapwood boundary of 1574, the south principal rafter had 84 rings from 1494 to 1577 which was
also the heartwood sapwood boundary. In both these only the sapwood rings were missing and
given the 95% probability of 15-40 rings for an oak tree this would give an estimated felling date of
around 1600.
Neither of the principal rafters of truss 2 had the heartwood sapwood boundary so estimating a
felling date was not possible, The north rafter had 130 rings dating from 1405-1534 and the south
rafter 64 rings from 1426-1489, these were split from the same cruck blade which is unlikely to
have been felled prior to the mid 16th century. However given the average age of an oak tree when
felled it is entirely possible that this may also date to around 1600.
The principal rafters of truss 3 had 96 rings from 1629-1724 and 107 rings from 1618-1724, both
had all the sapwood rings and thus a felling date of 1724. Since these were the only timbers from
the four trusses which did not show any sign of re-use this would confirm an 18th century date for
the present roof structure. This means that the Wade’s “New Laithe” in 1674 was not a rebuild but
still the original cruck structure, possibly modified.
The dendrochronology results together with the building analysis show that Scar Laithe originated
as a large cruck barn constructed around 1600 and remained as such until 1724, after which the
walls were heightened and the crucks removed and re-used in the new roof. The building
underwent further modification in the 19th century.
Renard Close Laithe, another Kilnsey barn also originated as a cruck building constructed around
1600 but was modified by the Wades in the 1660s, re-using the cruck frame in the roof timbers.
Pat Carroll

January 2019

RECORD DRAWINGS ATTACHED:
Plan:
Elevation: south front
Elevation: gable ends
Elevation: north side
Roof trusses:
Roof timbers plan:

Fig 1
Fig 2
Fig 3a and 3b
Fig 4
Fig 5
Fig 6
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Image i/d KB 22 P01

Image i/d KB 22 P04

North elevation (currently within modern shed)

East elevation
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Image i/d KB 22 P02

Image i/d KB 22 P06

South elevation

West elevation south corner
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Image i/d KB 22 P07

Image i/d KB 22 P12

Scar where cruck removed and east shippon door

Truss 1(with split peg holes) and Truss 2 looking west
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Image i/d KB 22 P16

Image i/d KB 22 P14

Truss 2 looking west – carpenters marks

Truss 4 looking east
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Image i/d KB 22 P13

Image i/d KB 22 P10

Trusses 1,2 and 3 looking west

Stone trough inserted into cart entry
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East shippon door + cruck scar
West shippon door
Cart entry
Stone trough
Shippon
Trusses 1 and 2
Trusses 1, 2 and 3
Truss 4
Purlin 4.1
Truss 2 carpenters marks
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Scar Laithe
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Looking west
Looking west
Looking east
Looking south
Looking west
Looking south @ truss 3
Looking west
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